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Abstract
Accurate forecasting of wind speed and solar radiation can help operators of wind farms and Photo-Voltaic (PV) plants
prepare efficient and practicable production plans to balance the supply with demand in the generation and consumption of
Renewable Energy (RE). Reliable Artificial Intelligence (AI) forecast models can minimize the effect of wind and solar power
fluctuations, eliminating their intermittent character in system dispatch planning and utilization. Intelligent wind and solar
energy management is essential in load scheduling and decision-making processes to meet user requirements. The proposed
24-h prediction schemes involve the beginning detection and secondary similarity re-evaluation of optimal day-data sequences,
which is a notable incremental improvement against state-of-the-art in the consequent application of statistical AI learning.
2-level altitude measurements allow the identification of data relationships between two surface layers (hill and lowland)
and adequate interpretation of various meteorological situations, whose differentiate information is used by AI models to
recognize upcoming changes in the mid-term day horizon. Observations at two professional meteorological stations comprise
specific quantities, of which the most valuable are automatically selected as input for the day model. Differential learning is a
novel designed unconventional neurocomputing approach that combines derivative components produced in selected network
nodes in the weighted modular output. The complexity of the node-stepwise composed model corresponds to the patterns
included in the training data. It allows for representation of high uncertain and nonlinear dynamic systems, dependent on local
RE production, not substantially reducing the input vector dimensionality leading to model over simplifications as standard
AI does. Available angular and frequency time data (e.g., wind direction, humidity, and irradiation cycles) are combined with
the amplitudes to solve reduced Partial Differential Equations (PDEs), defined in network nodes, in the periodical complex
form. This is a substantial improvement over the previous publication design. The comparative results show better efficiency
and reliability of differential learning in representing the modular uncertainty and PDE dynamics of patterns on a day horizon,
taking into account recent deep and stochastic learning. A free available C++ parametric software together with the processed
meteo-data sets allow additional comparisons with the presented model results.
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Introduction

Wind and PV power generation capacity is restricted by
local or regional barriers (e.g., building structures or terrain
obstacles). RE sources exhibit seasonal and diurnal addiction
with stochastic and high-frequency variability. Wind speed
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and solar radiation are the complex results of global atmo-
spheric convection processes, primarily caused by pressure
and temperature differences or anomalies [1].Wind and solar
energy are the most important sources in off-grid systems
located in mountains or coastal backcountry domains with
inadequate conventional electricity supply, grid structure, or
other inconsistent power sources. Wind turbine or PV panel
arrangements are affected by a set of environmental factors,
e.g. contour line, surface complexity, roughness or temper-
ature stratification around the location. Their configuration
can be established by modeling the characteristics of indi-
vidual components or integrating information into the total
energy production of a plant or farm [2]. The prediction of
wind and solar parameters can be broadly divided into two
main categories using [3]:

• Physical approach simulating wind formation processes
through complexmathematical physics, such as numerical
weather prediction (NWP).

• Statistical consideration using data-driven models for the
related factors supposing the stochastic nature of the pro-
cesses

Physical models are able to solve the equations of fluid
mechanics and thermodynamics for the future atmospheric
motion state in a certain time-step and resolution to simu-
late the variation tendency of meteo-factors. NWP systems
attempt to model global or local weather patterns, starting
with the observed input data [4]. They solve the hydrody-
namic and thermodynamic equations of atmospheric flow
in models initialized with specific starting and boundary
constraints. This modeling approach is based on discretized
conservation equations of mass, momentum, and energy in
several atmospheric layers. This approach is usually efficient
at long-term time horizons, but its applications are limited by
a large number ofmultistep iterations and inadequacies in the
short-term definitions. Difficulties are usually encountered
in solving numerical models with higher resolution due to
limitations in the complexity and time-consumption. NWP
requires a lot of computing time and variables,which restricts
its practicability in short-term forecasting [5].

Statistical data-driven techniques refer to the use of math-
ematical knowledge, such as statistics, chaos, and probability
theory.AI forecastingmodels, formedwith iterative learning,
generally obtain better results in solving problems that cannot
be defined analytically [3]. Their adaptability and robustness
have higher potential in dealing with non-stationary distur-
bances. The statistical approach is usually more efficient
than the physical simulation in a specific terrain alloca-
tion. Hybrid solutions usually include ensemble learning and
metaheuristic optimization. Short-term AI prediction mostly
outperforms the original NWP forecast accuracy, capturing
temporal dynamics of the wind turbine with relationships

among the local meteo-quantities [6]. However, the loss in
causality between wind speed or solar radiation and other
meteorological factors results in shortcomings in statistical
reliability using only historical data. AI usually considers
meteorological factors only from the point of view of corre-
lations, potentially losing a lot of useful physical information
[7].

The proposed AI hybrid method, based on differential
learning, combines numerical mathematics with neural com-
puting to form progressive PDE-modular models. Its com-
ponent PDE-formularization using evolving dynamic tree
structures is supposed to solve some problems in statistical
weather forecasting (e.g. model oversimplification, pattern
variability and uncertainty, high-dimensionality reduction,
feature extraction, data transformation, model composition,
structure self-organization, etc.). The experiments start with
two different level ground data sets whose differentiated
information allows for an early recognition of changeovers
in weather patterns in the 24-h prediction horizon. Spe-
cific meteo-quantities, recorded in 2 professional automatic
meteo-stations (on lowland and peak bases), are examined
to what extent they contribute to the overall forecast relia-
bility. Self-detection of the most valuable data inputs from
the days and advanced self-optimization reduce the structural
complexity and uncertainties in the model initialization. The
initial rough detection of applicable day training sequences
is enhanced additionally by a reassessment processing of
the interval sample records, one by one, according to pat-
tern similarity in the determinate last observational time. No
architecture hand design or training/testing initialization is
necessary, as is common in deep learning.

The new designed differential learning is used in RE pre-
diction with significant incremental innovations in its model
definition, optimization and initialization (pre-processing):

• Periodical variables (radiation, temperature, etc.) aremod-
eled using sine and cosine PDE-conversion functions, in
combination with wind azimuth or time-stamp radius data
(Section “Differential learning—a novel hybrid neuro–
math computing approach”).

• A pareto list of the best input combination couples is ini-
tially determined in each layer learning cycle (separate
model components are tested for the error minima) to
be examined by inserting their node PDE modules into
the gradually expanded complete model (Section “Wind
& solar day-ahead forecasting—methodology and data
acquisition”).

• Binary-tree structures (producing model PDE-
components) are dynamically evolved and modified
in each training cycle.
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• Backpropagation is used in polynomial parameter post-
adaptation in binary-tree nets to improve the model devel-
opment (Section “Differential learning—a novel hybrid
neuro-math computing approach”).

• Supplement power functions are used in model definition
to refine the final PDE-formulation.

• Initially estimated record series of applicable daily train-
ing intervals are reassessed, one by one, according to
pattern similarity in the last observation times (Section
“Wind & solar day-ahead forecasting—methodology and
data acquisition”).

• The C + + parametric application software with exam-
ined data sets is provided with publication ([C] D-PNN
application C + + parametric software with Solar, Wind
&Meteo-data sets: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/
1Q9m09bZ6LlQ2Up2_oJ0vDQpceYvXROrN).

The PDE-modular tree representation of weather pattern
dynamics allows for free-standing RE statistical prediction
in an increased mid-term day horizon, which is a signifi-
cant advancement in comparison of recent AI (the problem
solution is analogous to NWP). High-dimensionality data
are sequentially processed (without information loss), in
step-by-step model expansion and adaptation to the defined
constraints. The Laplace transformation is automatically
applied in 2-variable node PDE-conversion, which elimi-
nates unexpected wind and solar parameter data fluctuations.
The optimal model definition is automatically performed by
selection from several types of base approximation function
(rational, periodical, power), which allows a high diversity
in model combination forms. Composite PDE modules are
back-composed in multi-layer tree structures in the products
of determined sub-PDE images in previous layers. Redun-
dant components of PDE-transform products (using the same
input variables) are automatically detected and removed from
the structural model in learning to eliminate their undesirable
interference and increase in complexity. Advanced external
complement testing prevents the insertion of unacceptable
non-generalizing PDE solutions.

State-of-the-art in wind and solar prediction

Decomposition techniques usually transform the original
non-stationary series into a more applicable sub-series. Data
decomposition analysis can be used to distribute the origi-
nal series into specific frequency signal bands [8]. Empirical
mode decomposition can recognize specific signal samples
in unknown data that are forecasted and restored in an ensem-
ble output of the target wind series using adaptive wavelet
models in a particular time horizon [9]. Wavelet analysis
decomposes the mother functions into several wave levels,
which appear as the most critical parameters. A predictor

is constructed for each forecasting component, so the train-
ing time is multiplied. Causalities between wind & solar
and other meteorological factors (e.g., pressure, tempera-
ture, etc.) can be recognized to divide data into several
equivalent classes: central, chained, ring, tree, and network,
according to the topological data structure. The Deep Learn-
ing (DL) network is dynamically formed with respect to
the recognized causality data categories [7]. Meta-heuristics
can adaptively estimate the optimal predictor parameters.
These techniques can reconstruct missing information for
specific data. Heuristics multi-objective optimizer usually
begins with one initial estimate solution. The algorithm effi-
ciently searches a defined search space to iteratively update
a set of solution states and modify key parameters until the
convergence criterion is satisfied. It can be applied to find
the optimal weights of the ensemble forecast models or pre-
dictor parameters [10]. Fuzzy C-mean clustering can assess
the difference in wind turbine output from day-ahead wind
prediction. The principle of minimum distance allows for the
selection of initial rough cluster centers in the data [11].

Ensemble learning is applied to integrate multiple parts of
predictors in hybrid models and guarantee diversity. Ensem-
ble strategies in forecasting can be used to form two types of
AI models:

• weighted ensembles,
• learner-based aggregation,

The weighted output is a simple summary of single-model
estimates. The learner approach combines multiple sets of
forecast series generated by different predictors. The final
output learner captures the relationships between the indi-
vidual forecasts. Diversity-based methods partition data sets
into training samples with different statistical distributions
to form predictors, using bootstrap aggregation in bagging
or boosting models:

• Boosting is applied in training base predictors to com-
bine their best parameters, estimated by heuristics, in an
aggregated output. It attempts to improve weak learners by
building an integrated stronger predictor. It continuously
modifies the distribution of data in the training of individ-
ual learners to achieve better performance. Data samples
with higher prediction errors are assigned higher weights.

• Bootstrapping searches for a residual distribution function
using resampling of the original data to construct Predic-
tion Intervals (PIs). It repetitively draws commensurate
samples to replace the original training data and partition
them into several groups.

Multi-step prediction procedures based on machine learn-
ing are mostly applied in increased time horizons. Larger
errors can be induced due to the incorrect initialization time
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of wind or solar models in synoptic processes [12]. They are
broadly categorized into the following:

• Recursive approach (using the iterative learning).
• Direct strategy (calculating the output series separately).

Chaos theory based on methods can capture linear and
nonlinear characteristics in structural data. One-dimensional
time series can be extended to a multi-dimensional matrix
form using phase-space reconstruction to better represent
the characteristics used as model inputs in forecasting [5].
The atmospheric stability factor is determined by its ten-
dency to encourage or deter vertical air motion or flow.
NWP data are grouped into several meaningful sets accord-
ing to the atmosphere stability class, based on the comparison
of observations at the prediction times. Gaussian Process
Regression (GPR) is a nonparametric Bayesian modeling
approach which attempts to detect complicated nonlinear
relations between model inputs and output variables (pre-
dictors), based on the standard statistical distribution in data
observations. Its models can recognize anomalies in ground
wind speed [13]. Singular spectrum analysis can detect the
periodic, quasi-periodic, and trend components in data series.
The base and detail wind components are learned and pre-
dicted by separate models to generalize the inherent depth
and long-term data relations. The Gray prediction method
can solve high-uncertain problems with a significant lack of
data or information, based on sample modeling [14]. The
validity of the forecasting models for different RE genera-
tion scenarios can be determined by their testing approach.
Decomposition-based models can analyze robustness and
performance under different environmental conditions [15].

Probabilistic models provide information on the uncer-
tainty of the calculated forecasts. They provide PIs where
the point estimations are expected, as compared to the point
forecasts produced by deterministic models. The distribu-
tion of output data can be estimated from the given training
samples. Output errors, resulting from incorrect assump-
tions of distribution shapes, can be eliminated in this way
[16]. Lower–upper bound output estimations can be used to
construct PIs. Ensemble forecasts integrate several models
using the different approaches or initial conditions. They
can estimate a probability distribution of data of random
weather quantities. Quantile regression forms ‘quantiles’ to
estimate the conditional probability distribution of a random
variable. Conditional quantiles are functions of independent
explanatory variables, used as input to the model. Explana-
tory variables can be the result of an analysis of the NWP
model. The kernel density can be used to estimate a proba-
bility distribution for random variables. A kernel is applied to
each data point for a given variable to highlight its contribu-
tion and relevance in the density probabilistic function. After
that, the sum of all kernel functions gives a smooth curve in

the final output to determine the kernel density. Probabil-
ity solutions are easy to transform into a stochastic Markov
chain frame [3]. Clustering and K-fold cross-validation in
ensemble learning are used to generate multiple training sub-
sets with the same distribution for the Bayesian base learner
combining strategy to increase the diversity of input–output
samples [17].

Wind & solar day-ahead
forecasting—methodology and data
acquisition

The available data record series were first examined using
tentative initialization models. Their test error minima,
obtained in the latest 8–12 h in the step-by-step increasing
learning day interval, give the first rough approximate of the
practicable init-time range in formation of prediction mod-
els. The applicability of predetermined sequence data was
then re-evaluated according to Pearson’s Correlation Dis-
tance (CD), based on theCorrelationSimilarity (CS)measure
(1), to particularize the most valuable samples, one by one,
computed for the time-counterparts of the last day pattern.
Generally, similarity is measured in the range 0 to 1, that is,
the value of CS is ‘1’ if the vectors are exactly identical P �
� Q and converges to ‘0’ if the vector P is totally different
from Q.

CD′ � 1 − CS � 1 − cov(P , Q)√
var(P) · √
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P(p1, p2,…, pn) and Q(q1, q2,…,qn) are 2-point data in the
spaceof n-dimensions, cov(P,Q) andvar(P/Q) are covariance
and variance of P, Q data

12 meteorological quantities were selected from the
available observational data recorded in 10 min. series in
the experimental 2-level automatic stations allocated in
the Kopisty plain (240 m above sea level) and Milešovka
peak (837 m attitude) points (Meteorological observational
stations of Czech Academy of Sciences in Milesovka and
Kopisty www.ufa.cas.cz/en/institute-structure/department-
of-meteorology/observatories/meteorological-observatory-
milesovka/milesovka-current-weather, www.ufa.cas.
cz/en/institute-structure/department-of-meteorology/
observatories/kopisty-weather-station/actual-weather) from
1 to 31 December, 2017:

• Global Radiation (GR), Height of the Condensation Out-
put Level.
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• Ground Temperature, Relative Humidity in 2m, See Level
Pressure.

• Wind Speed (WS) aver., Wind Direction aver., Time of
Maximal Wind Speed, Wind Trajectory (integral).

• Visibility aver., Height of the 1st Cloudiness Base, Height
of the 2nd Cloudiness Base.

The above variables were selected as input to the model
with the highest relevance. Combining data from two-
attitude-based stations allows modeling the relations in 2
atmospheric layers, which contributes to the acceptable
mid-term forecasting accuracy in 24-h output time horizon
using no NWP processing data (‘Aladin’ regional meso-
scale NWP-model produced every 6 h (‘Meteograms’ are in
Czech language) www.chmi.cz/files/portal/docs/meteo/ov/
aladin/results/public/meteogramy/mhtml/m.html) (Fig. 3).
Pattern variations or instabilities in the 2-level pattern zones
indicate eventual frontal disturbances or break changeovers,
whose evidence can be registered in the next day hours. The
two-layer data relations are identified and incorporated by
the multilevel forecasting model to reflect the dynamics of
global progress [18]. The Clear Sky Index (CSI) factor, a
fundamental ratio parameter formulated in the relative GR
(2), was used to norm GR input–output.

CSI � GR(t)/GRcls(t), (2)

GR and GRcls is the denotes measured and clear sky (peak)
irradiance in time t series.

Figure 1 illustrates the identification search for the first
applicable day-data sequences using the single-time mod-
eling initialization in the gradually increasing starting-day
interval in each validation experiment. Data records in the
determined time range were after reassessed, one by one, in
computing the sufficient pattern similarity with equivalent
data points in the last-day hours (antecedent the prediction
time). If tentative models cannot get a satisfactory approxi-
mation of the last-day test data (in the case of a frontal break),
the start and end daytimes can be gradually shifted in search-
ing appropriate learning multi-base records in the available
set of data.

Figure 2 shows the day-ahead forecasting training
scheme applicable in wind and solar parameter AI modeling
without using NWP data (‘Aladin’ regional meso-scale
NWP-model produced every 6 h (‘Meteograms’ are in
Czech language) www.chmi.cz/files/portal/docs/meteo/
ov/aladin/results/public/meteogramy/mhtml/m.html). The
evolved models are secondary tested in the last hours and
applied to unseen data to calculate their approximation
of the response times of the target output in the response
times of the following day [19]. If a prediction model
cannot obtain a defined test error threshold, then its sta-
tistical prognosis is obviously impracticable and should

not be used as a basis in RE planning. Figure 3 shows
a visualization of the situation in the 2-level localization
area of the two flat and peak professional observation
meteorological facilities (Meteorological observational
stations of Czech Academy of Sciences in Milesovka and
Kopisty www.ufa.cas.cz/en/institute-structure/department-
of-meteorology/observatories/meteorological-observatory-
milesovka/milesovka-current-weather, www.ufa.cas.
cz/en/institute-structure/department-of-meteorology/
observatories/kopisty-weather-station/actual-weather).

AI computingmethods used in day-ahead
statistics model development

Differential learning—a novel hybrid neuro-math
computing approach

Differential Learning (DfL) is a novel hybrid soft-computing
procedure, proposed by the author, which integratesMLwith
mathematical principles of solving Partial Differential Equa-
tions. Differential Polynomial Neural Network (D-PNN) is a
DfL-based regression method that decomposes and solves
the general linear PDE of the kth order into reduced 2-
variable PDEs of the determined low order (3) converted in
nodes. D-PNN allows modeling of complex high-nonlinear
systems, described by a number of variables, which cannot
be completely defined by conventional physical equations
or represented by AI computing. Its model development is
based on the optimal self-selection of applicable 2-inputs, so
that it need not use the initial pre-extraction. D-PNN forms
step by step multi-layer Polynomial Neural Network (PNN)
tree structures, extending it node by node in the layers. Each
selected node can produce PDE-model components, which
are selected to be involved (or removed) in (or from) the sum
output to progressively improve the approximation of tar-
get data. The gradual extension modeling procedure usually
leads to the best acceptable solution in the use of the theo-
rem defined by Kurt Goedel’s incompleteness. PNN nodes,
included in the back-computing extended D-PNN architec-
ture, process the most proper 2-input data to pre-define and
re-substitute the particular PDEs in the sum combinatorial
model development, according to Operation Calculus (OC).
The polynomial processing order evaluated for the com-
ponent model substitutes for the PDE-transformation order
[18].

A
∂2u

∂x21
+ B

∂2u

∂x1x2
+ C

∂2u

∂x22
+ D

∂u

∂x1
+ E

∂u

∂x2
+ Fu � G (3)

, where A, B,…,G is the parametric coefficient of x1, x2 inde-
pendent variables of the unknown u function.
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test error

Training 
error

Processing last 
day data series

24-hour input-
output horizon

Last day
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similarity check of 
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Fig. 1 Predetermination of the modeling initialization time and reappraising data samples, one by one

Selected training weather, solar & wind data records Tes�ng Predic�on
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day data-series 
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output delay

Latest 
hours test 

24-hour 
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Fig. 2 Training and testing schemes in a day-ahead prediction horizon for wind and solar pre-assessed data

OCconversion of nth order derivatives for the f (t) function
is founded on the assumption that it can be replaced by the
Laplace transformations (L-transforms) supposing defined
initial conditions (4).

L
{
f (n)(t)

}
� pnF(p) −

n∑

k�1

pn−i f (i−1)
0+ L{ f (t)} � F(p),

(4)

f (t), f ´(t),…,f (n)(t) is the continuous originals in <0+, ∞>p,
t is the complex and real variables, L is the transform

The f (t) derivatives are L-transformed to define a system
of linear Eq. (5), where the transform F(p) is expressed with
the imaginary conjugate p and separated in pure rational form
(3).

F(p) � P(p)

Q(p)
� Bp + C

p2 + ap + b
�

n∑

k�1

Ak

p − αk
(5)

B, C, Ak is the coefficients of elementary fractions, a,b is the
polynom. parametersα1,α2,…, αk is the simple real roots.

The resulting ratios correspond to the L-transforms of the
original f(t), to which can be applied the inverse L-operation
of OC (6) to calculate the f(t) function defined by the initial
PDE (3).

F(p) � P(p)

Q(p)
�

n∑

k�1

P(αk )

Qk(αk)
· 1

p − αk
f (t) �

n∑

k�1

P(αk)

Qk(αk)
eαk ·t

(6)

P(p), Q(p) is the multinomials of degree s−1, s, α1,α2,…,
αn is the simple real roots of Q(p)
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Forecasted locality

 Low-ground sta�on in Kopisty   Peak-point sta�on on Milešovka 

Fig. 3 Low- and high-land locations of professional meteo-observational base stations in the west-Bohemian region

… Composite PDE-
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Inverse L-
transformation 
of a converted 
PDE

x1 x2

Output 
polynomial

Real Input 
variables

PDE 
solution yi

/ * / * / * 

Fig. 4 D-PNNblocks form and solve sub-PDEs in the nodes to compose
the component model

If f (t) is supposed to be a circulator function, its derivatives
are converted into the sine and cosine L transform and the
original calculated by the reverse inverse L-operation (7).
This expandeddefinition can apply the amplitudes andphases
of periodical data variables to obtain the node function L-
images, i.e. convert sub-PDEs into periodic functions.

f (t) �
r∑

k�1

P(αk )

Q′(αk )
eαk ·t + 2

s∑

k�1

eβk ·t (ak · cos γk t − bk · sin γk t)

(7)

The inverse OC L-transform recovery operation is used
for the reduced rational (6) or periodic Eq. (7), obtained by
the first PDE-conversion. The sum of 2-variable uk originals,
formed in D-PNN nodes (Fig. 4), represents a final PDE-

model of the n-variable u function (3).
The expression of imaginary Euler conjugate numbers c

(8) is related to the OC definitions for the original f(t) (6).
Radius r (amplitude) can replace the rational component
while phase (frequency) ϕ � arctg(x2/x1) of variables x1,
× 2 can replace the inverse L transform for F(p).

(8)

c � x1︸︷︷︸
Re

+i · x2︸︷︷︸
Im

�
√
x21 + x22 · ei ·arctan

(
x2
x1

)

� r · ei ·φ � r · (cosφ + i · sin φ) .

D-PNN main characteristics, allowing (D-PNN appli-
cation C++ parametric software with Solar, Wind
& Meteo-data sets: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/
1Q9m09bZ6LlQ2Up2_oJ0vDQpceYvXROrN):

• Splitting the n-variable general-order PDE into a defined
set of reduced PDE converts

• Developing PNN structures by inserting node by node into
the back-computing structure

• Producing PDE-components in each added PNN node to
be involved in the sum model

• Several types of PDE conversions usingOC base functions
to define its computing frame

• UsingL-transforms of PDE-derivatives and the inverseOC
recovering of node originals
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• (Re)selecting dynamically optimal 2-inputs to expand the
parallel PDE-component model

• Non-downsizing significantly data dimensionality leading
to an over-reduction in models

• A great variety in selecting the optimal combination of
model components

Deep learning—Matlab Toolbox

Deep Learning is a computing method that learns patterns
directly from data samples, utilizing its specific architecture
designed in several types of structural layers, not relying
on a predefined particular modeling approach. The Mat-
lab Deep Learning Toolbox (DLT) provides a framework
for the design and implementation of deep neural network
algorithms. It uses the Long-Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
network in sequence-to-sequence regression (Matlab—Deep
Learning Toolbox (DLT) for sequence-to-sequence regres-
sion www.mathworks.com/help/deeplearning/ug/sequence-
to-sequence-regression-using-deep-learning.html), usually
consisting of these multilevel parts:

• Sequence layer of inputs.
• LSTM.
• Fully-connected layer.
• Drop-out layer.
• Fully-connected layer.
• Regression layer—output.

The key part of the LSTM regression is mostly the LSTM
layer. The sequence layer feeds a succession of input time
series into the LSTM structure. The LSTM layer is used
to learn long-term data relations in time steps of sequenced
series. The LSTM blocks combine their current state (ct−1,
ht−1) with the next time X sequenced data to calculate the ht
output (that is, hidden inner state) and an update of the cell
ct state in a time t (Fig. 5). Cells contain information from
the previous time t − 1, before the next update. This means
that the information is represented by the hidden ht state (i.e.
output) and the cell ct state. The dropout layer can set some
random inputs to the zero values using a probability func-
tion to prevent model overfitting. The gradient of a function
loss is calculated in consideration of the pre-assessed mini-
mal batch length of sub-set data in training to optimize the
updating of weights.

DLT uses LSTM networks to learn useful pattern rep-
resentations from input–output data. Its networks integrate
multiple nonlinear processing layers using simple operating
and computing elements with connections inspired by bio-
logical nervous systems. DLT architectures consist mainly
of a hand-defined many-layer replicate structure, including
convolution and other layer types.

Statistics andmachine learning—Matlab toolbox

The Matlab Statistics and Machine Learning Regression
Tool-Box (SMLT) was used in the comparative evalu-
ation of the statistical WS and GR forecasting results.
SMLT includes and aggregates several efficient con-
ventional, soft-computing, and stochastic-tree AI meth-
ods (Matlab—Statistics and Machine Learning toolbox
(SMLT) for regression www.mathworks.com/help/stats/
choose-regression-model-options.html):

• Linear regression (interaction, stepwise, robust)—uses
linear equations with the parameters, which are easily
adaptable to be interpreted in the most simplified process-
ing form.

• Regression Tree (fine, medium, coarse)—uses the binary
2-branch form, which is easily to interpret, fast in fitting,
and adaptation. Input data are processed step by step from
the initializing root in a particular way to the terminal leaf
considering the recognized states of predictors. Data are
checked in all binary nodes to determine which of the two
ways is applied as the computed way. The terminal leaf
values correspond to the calculated outputmodel response.
Fine trees usually include many node leaves. These detail
models may be less accurate in testing for an unlearned
data validation set and fall into overfitting with essentially
higher errors than those obtained in the training. Coarse
trees use mostly a small amount of larger leaves, which
usually do not yield a higher training accuracy, but they
are more robust in applying to unseen data in the testing
(forecasting).

• Support Vector Machine (SVM)—uses the linear, cubic,
square, Gaussian, or Radial Basis Function (RBF) of
a kernel form to define the specific transformation of
data, which is initially applied before starting the learn-
ing process. The linear ε-vector training can be applied to
eliminate or ignore output errors that are outside the inter-
val defined by ε values (which are assumed to be zero). The
support vectors are the computing output intervals whose
errors are larger than the defined ε range.

• Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) uses a probability
data distribution in a spaceof definition to calculate the out-
put where base functions (e.g. linear, constant, zero, etc.)
supply the prior mean model. Kernel functions (rational,
exponential, squared exponential, quadratic, ormatern) are
applied to define response relations in the model output,
according to a distance space vector for the predictors.

• Ensemble-Boosted/Bagged Trees (EBT, EBoosT /
EBaggT) – aggregate outputs of several week-learner
tree-based models. The least squares principles of bag-
ging, boosting, and bootstrapping can be applied to
compose the final output ensemble using a probabilistic
approach based on training data statistics (see Sec.2).
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Fig. 5 The flow of input time
series X with C features
(channels) of length S in the
LSTM layer

Principal component analysis (PCA), a built-in SMLT
tool, did not produce better WS and GR average forecasts by
processing the selected data inputs. The final forecast mod-
els, applied to the last available data, were detected from the
best approximation results obtained in the testing interval
hours.

Statistics data experiments in day-ahead wind &
solar AI forecasting

The 2-level ground station data sets (described in Section
“Wind & solar day-ahead forecasting—methodology and
data acquisition”) were used in the development and verifi-
cation of 2 different AI forecast models, using the proposed
time-initialization and training-evaluation schemes (Figs. 1
and 2). If the pattern similarity (1) of the data records,
included in the initial detection interval (Fig. 1), to those
of the reference last time is lower than a defined correla-
tion limit (0.5), then their samples are excluded from the
training process. An extension in the initializing data range
may be considered (in searching for other day points) in the
event of insufficiency (or impracticability) in the applicable
learning samples. D-PNN automatically searches for the best
input couples by trying to include initially scored components
(predetermined separately in each layer list) in the expan-
sion of PDE-structural models, node by node. No hand-made
parameter preset or architecture design (as used byDLT) was
needed in the self-organizing andmodel-composing learning
process of D-PNN and SMLT. After model complement test-
ing and verification (in NWP or additional data comparison,
if available), it can be applied in a definite 24 h computing
of all-day forecast output series. This one-flush processing
essentially reduces computational complexity, since the same

prediction model is applied sequentially to the last avail-
able day input series at each reference time. The optimal
model is finally chosen by considering its test error minima
(in all applied AI strategies), resulting from random or user-
adaptive start-ups.

The demo graphs in Figs. 6 and 7 reflect the desired and
prediction series of 0–24 h wind speed and 8–16 h irradiance
in the 1st and 2nd examination days, produced by the day-
ahead component D-PNN and comparison DLT and SMLT
models in the 10-day monitor autumn–winter season.

All the AI comparedmodels mostly properly approximate
ramping series of the target GR or WS quantity in unsettled
weather (Figs.7 and 6), although the PDE modules allow D-
PNN to better adapt its combinatorial solutions to sudden
variances in pattern dynamic next-time progress. Character-
istics of the following-day patterns remain unchanged and
similar to those in the day illustrative graphs with a signif-
icant exhibit change coming through 21–22 December and
the following days (Figs. 1 and 2) in a gusty and unsettled
cloudiness period. The solar radiation serieswere normalized
using the CSI ratio factor to eliminate day-period alterations
related to the actual solar sky-horizon. CSI nominal series are
calculated with respect to the ideal maximal ‘clear sky’ GR
assumption values, allowing forecasting regardless of the day
season. The target GR output is recovered from the nominal
CSI forecast series [20]. Periodical or angular data quanti-
ties (such asGR, temperature, humidity, orwind azimuth) are
automatically recognized and related to the time or amplitude
represented by the L-conversion functions (sine, cosine) of
the cycle (7) in the definition of D-PNN models [21]. All
SMLT-evaluated methods are self-optimizing (as D-PNN)
and do not require any hand design in architecture or train-
ing settings (as DLT does).
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Fig. 6 17.12.2017, Milešovka,
Wind speed day-ahead prediction
RMSE: D-PNN � 1.516, DLT �
1.987, SMLT (GPR matern) �
1.490 [m/s]

Fig. 7 16.12.2017, Kopisty,
Global radiation day-ahead
prediction RMSE: D-PNN �
21.46, DLT � 27.51, SMLT
(EBoosT) � 20.42 [W/m2]

Evaluation of day-ahead wind & solar
forecasting using AI

Figures 8 and 9 resume avgage daily errors of the com-
pared neuro- and soft-computing models in wind and solar
parameter AI statistical day-ahead forecasting in the 10-day
evaluating autumn–winter season.

Notable changes in wind data patterns (a growth in gusts)
beginning on 21 December (Fig. 1) effect an accumulative
increase in the model errors (Fig. 8). An evident drop in GR
on 21 and its analogous characteristic turnover on 22Decem-
ber (Fig. 2) results in larger prediction errors of the compared
AI models in the same and subsequent days (Fig. 9). Some
unexpected forecast errors can be eliminated by an extensive
sequence selection search for applicable training records (1)

in a larger monthly database (in several years). The results
of statistical models are determined primarily by the optimal
pre-detection of data samples in training and testing sets [18].
Figures 10 and 11 compare the Pearson correlation deter-
mination R2 coefficient of the single-day D-PNN, DLT and
SMLT models applied throughout statistical forecasting in
the 10-day experiment period. The significant decrease in
the values of the R2 coefficients of SMLT implies an unde-
sirable WS output averaging of the probabilistic GPR and
distribution EBT models on some days in the 24-h predic-
tion horizon (Fig. 6). The results of the compared AI models
are more or less the same in all 10-day GR and partly avg.
WS 24-h forecast, with only slight variations in daily accu-
racy. More elaborate robust D-PNNmodular solutions partly
outperform DLT and SMLT in WS and also slightly in GR.
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Fig. 8 Milešovka, 10-day Wind
speed day-avg. prediction
RMSE: D-PNN � 2.038, DLT �
3.158, SMLT (GPR vs. EBT 7:3)
� 2.571 [m/s]

Fig. 9 Kopisty, 10-day Global
radiation day-avg. prediction
RMSE: D-PNN � 37.68, DLT �
40.30, SMLT (GPR vs. EBT 5:5)
� 38.59 [W/m2]

Each of the compared computing approaches gets a better
day-ahead approximation in the cycle GR alterations than
chaotic WS fluctuations. More leveled spatial observational
points in data acquisition can naturally contribute to more
reliable AI day-ahead forecating in early statistics learning
of unexpected change variations in multi-layer data correla-
tions.

Figures 12 and 13 indicate the first identifiedmodeling ini-
tial day time used in the starting search for similarity distance
reinterpretation of applicable learning record sequences.

The forecast results of all applied AI techniques are
mostly correlated, which denotes analogies in the forecast-
ingmethodology andmodel development. ThePDE-modular
approach of D-PNN obtains better accuracy in each mean

error evaluation (Figs. 10 and 11); however, SMLT and DLT
outperform it slightly on some days. All the model-type day-
initialization time is more or less analogous (Figs. 12 and
13) except DLT in some unsettled day patterns, including an
overall extension/reduction in the same consequent day inter-
val, which implies a second significant time point in weather
over-change characteristics. DLT in general requires more
precise estimations in training periods (Sec.3), compared to
the more robust and resistant SMLT-probabilistic and PDE-
modular form, to supply reliable 24-h forecasts. The D-PNN
limits rest in a large search space in the combinatorial com-
ponent alternatives (explosion), which allows, on the other
hand, a great variety in modular component production to
represent system uncertainty. The D-PNN error oscillations,
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Fig. 10 Milešovka, 10-day Wind
speed day-avg. prediction
Correlation determin. coeff.:
D-PNN � 0.145, DLT � 0.120,
SMLT � 0.062

Fig. 11 Kopisty, 10-day Global
radiation day-avg. prediction
Correlation determin. coeff.:
D-PNN � 0.537, DLT � 0.432,
SMLT � 0.506

resulting from unexpected pattern variances, are lower than
the DLT or SMLT ones (Figs. 8 and 9), as the L-transformed
data contribute to its more stable model output. The most
successful SMLTmethods (reaching test error minima) were
found to be GPR and EBT using the probabilistic and distri-
bution statistics approach (Section “State-of-the-art in wind
and solar prediction”). The ratios of the final models were 7:
3 pro GPR chosen in the WS and 5: 5 in the GR forecasting.
The stochastic GPR and EBT ensemble computing bases of
SMLT ([E] Matlab—Statistics and Machine Learning tool-
box (SMLT) for regression www.mathworks.com/help/stats/
choose-regression-model-options.html) were approved to be
very efficient in a fast and detailed approximation to GR
real-day cycles in denormalized CSI forecast series (Figs. 7
and 9). Their WS prediction results are partly debased by

undesirable averaging some interval time series in the com-
puted output, evident in the low R2 correlation with target
data (Fig. 10).

Discussion

Sudden variances in training and prediction data patterns are
mainly induced by irregular surface interactions in air flow
parameters and chaotic instabilities. These unstable oscillat-
ing states can result in uncertain practicability of the training
data with respect to the 24 h model input delay (applied
in forecasting) [4]. The adequate approximation of ramping
series is largely related to predetermined learning samples in
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Fig. 12 The predetermined initial
numbers of learning day-data
sequences used in the pattern
sample similarity selection for
wind speed model development

Fig. 13 The predetermined initial
numbers of learning day-data
sequences used in the pattern
sample similarity selection for
solar radiation model
development

similar weather patterns. Their unexpected short-term fluctu-
ation (Fig. 6) inducing rapid abrupt alterations in WS or GR
results mainly in prediction troubles and model failures. The
optimization extraction of training records (one by one) is
determined by the chosen processing strategy in pattern sim-
ilarity formulated by a correlation distance in the input space
of n-dimensionality (1). A more complex or hybrid mea-
sure can improve the selective search for applicable training
data. Statistical predictions can be wildly flawed on days of
overnight frontal breaks inweather. TheWSorGRpatterns in
the forecast time are totally uncorrelatedwith those in the test
hours. A fixed threshold in test accuracy can be estimated in
relation to previous misfires in day-ahead computing model
forecasts or comparative NWP data. If AI models cannot be
statistically validated in a comparative error limit or in an

NWP test, a series of transformed NWP cloud cover or wind
parameters can provide the forecast [22]. Previous break
over-changes in patterns can be examined and detected in
a large-scale database in a point-by-point assessment in sev-
eral initialization time ranges, applicable in daily training
(Fig. 10). Additional input data that are delayed throughout
the day cycle can be used, analogously to humidity [23] or
electrical load [24].

Limitations and future scope of research

A more consistent approach in detection pattern similarity
can be applied, involving all the determine time series
(6–8 h.) in computing a comparative mean measure for
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each individual training sample according to CSI and wind
data. Additional normalized periodical quantities (temper-
ature, relative humidity, etc.) can be used in this all-time
re-evaluation process in future experiments. The initial
pre-assessment of applicable data intervals is necessary, as
statistical AI modeling is unable to represent (comprise,
nowadays) all the weather dynamics in a global (earth) scale.
Thus, a precise determination of optimal learning sequences
is necessary in larger historical sets, and this procedure
would naturally require extra processing time. On the other
hand, model development is simplified in a sequential pro-
cess. Validating pattern similarity between training/testing
samples and NWP data can also contribute to optimized
sample extraction and model verification, vital in frontal
break changeovers. Although NWP tabular data records
([B] ‘Aladin’ regional meso-scale NWP-model produced
every 6 h (‘Meteograms’ are in Czech language) www.
chmi.cz/files/portal/docs/meteo/ov/aladin/results/public/
meteogramy/mhtml/m.html) are not available, contrary
to accessible free observational archives (Meteorological
observational stations of Czech Academy of Sciences
in Milesovka and Kopisty www.ufa.cas.cz/en/institute-
structure/department-of-meteorology/observatories/
meteorological-observatory-milesovka/milesovka-current-
weather, www.ufa.cas.cz/en/institute-structure/department-
of-meteorology/observatories/kopisty-weather-station/
actual-weather). The D-PNN computing time is naturally
higher, comprising a few minutes as compared to the DLT
second-order model adaptation (but using its fixed-layer
design with the entire input vector). However, D-PNN
performs automatic day input/PDE module selection in
its stepwise model optimization, which was shown to be
efficient in representing weather dynamics and uncertainties.
Extension of the D-PNN input vector is limited to dozens of
variables (owing to the higher computing costs at this time).
Processing and extracting time-lagged series would naturally
improve the model performance. Component heuristics and
model optimization algorithms can be further improved (in
future work) to approach the standard soft-computing time.

Node-by-node development using the D-PNN binary
back-selective architecture in the stepwise expanding addi-
tive model allows incremental learning. This means inserting
new or removing useless PDE-components in the summodel
re-adjusting according to an up-dated training set without
resetting the present structure and model combination form.
New assigned day samples can be additionally learned to
readapt the same D-PNN model for each new situation in
the next partial training step, to achieve by degrees greater
robustness and stability for unknown prediction patterns and
parameter uncertain variances. The complexity of PDEmod-
els is gradually increased and refined for new knowledge, in
addition to retaining previously learned skills [25].

Conclusions

The effective all-day schemes in statistics GR and WS
forecasting were implemented with the recent neuro- and
soft-computing compared approaches. The advantages of
all-day one-sequence procedures are apparent in their pro-
cessing efficiency and computation time reduction, using
single autonomous AI models that provide the complete day
output series in the same fixed time horizon. This day-ahead
iterative approach allows operational on-time forecasting
with an acceptable reliability, the results of which are com-
parable to the intra-hourly or NWP-model results in most
of the day-conducted experiments. The early-produced and
transformed prognoses of GR or WS in the evening on a
day horizon are helpful in planning and using the RE supply.
Advantages of the physical NWP simulations are apparent
in break changeovers in weather, where AI models with
the 24-h input delay can be out-dated; however, their data
are usually charged. Single-time AI models can correct the
prognoses of more effective all-day forecasting schemes on
the reduced horizon of a few hours in these doubtful situa-
tions, using an early warning notification based on available
NWP pattern analysis. Inconsistent output estimations of
AI models in subsequent hours may denote their incompe-
tence in the applicable statistical prediction and alternative
usage of NWP. Parametric modeling C++ software, histor-
ical solar, wind and weather sets are available free in data
repositories to allow further comparative reinterpretation
of the forecast procedure and model performance ([C] D-
PNN application C++ parametric software with Solar, Wind
& Meteo-data sets: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/
1ZAw8KcvDEDM-i7ifVe_hDoS35nI64-Fh?usp=sharing).
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